
WISEdata Release Notes: 5/25/17 
 

 

WORK ITEM Description/Comments 

*Note, the following Roster and Discipline items 
are listed to make you aware of development 
progress, but they are not yet in use in your SIS. 
 
Roster: Bug Fixes--Both Staff and Student Section 
Association Roster exports are working. 

In the Roster exports for Staff and Student 
Section Associations, record counts weren’t 
matching, but this has been resolved. 

Discipline: Bug Fix--Student Discipline Incident 
Association displays appropriately. 

Student Discipline Incident Association was 
displaying in the Public-Only-SPED claimset but 
has been corrected. 

Discipline: Bug Fix--The public profile displays 
appropriately. 

Public profile claimset data was displaying in the 
Public-No-SPED claimset, but it has been corrected. 

Roster/Discipline: DOC and DHS data submission 
restrictions in place 

DOC and DHS should not submit data for Roster 
and Discipline, so restrictions have been 
implemented. 

WDP: L1 errors will display in a table for review. The API will now capture L1 errors for 
Admin/LEAs to be able to review. 

Discipline: Bug Fix--Actual Discipline Action 
Length field can be Null or 0. 

Actual Discipline Action Length field can be Null 
or 0. 

Discipline: New rule 6664 for invalid Discipline 
Date 

We’ve created a new L2 validation rule “6664 - 
Discipline - Invalid 'Discipline Date' for suspension 
or IAES discipline”. It will throw if the Discipline Date is 

prior to the Incident Date or if the Discipline Date does not 
occur in the same school year as Incident date. 

 

WDP: Bug Fix--Code 6569 is now working. Code 6569 - CstYesInDistrict was failing in the 
search, but it has been fixed. 

WDP: New Choice school rule 6666 for 
attendance. 

We created a new Attendance Warning - 6666 - 
for Choice schools only for 2016-17. 

Discipline: Bug Fix--Code 6661 now works. The Discipline L2 validation 6661 is now fixed. 

WDP: Enhancement to code 6644 - Multiple 
Languages. 

L2 Enhancement to code 6644 - Multiple Native 
Languages. Before you could only submit one 
language. Now the rule won’t throw if two 
languages are submitted, so long as one is 



English. It will ignore English in the count and 
allow for the other language to be accepted. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Choice PPP students now showing 
up in 3rd Friday Export File 

Choice PPP students are now showing up in the 
3rd Friday of September Export File. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Discipline messages screen Enroll 
date for discipline L2s displays properly 

On the Discipline messages screen, the Enroll 
date for Discipline L2s didn’t display, but this has 
been resolved. 

WDP: Attendance displays again as a public 
school collection in the drop down menu. 

The Attendance collection options was turned off 
briefly, but it has been returned. Attendance now 
displays again as a public school collection in the 
drop down menu. 
 

 


